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Merton Street Streetscape Project – Boggabri
What is the Merton Street Streetscape Project?
The Merton Street Streetscape Project is a public arts project created and designed
specifically for the community of Boggabri.
The Streetscape Project will be a wonderful display of artworks, murals and 3D installations
celebrating our diverse artists, community, landscapes, businesses and heritage, fostering

innovation and creativity within our community.
The 3D installations will display country styled murals, placing metal fabricated country style
artworks across every shop front along the Merton Street Streetscape.

Activities such as the Merton Street Streetscape project are a part of our identity and our
sense of place, with a strong arts and cultural sector being integral to both the community,
and economic development and sustainability.
We will work together to create prosperity and opportunity, nurture our businesses and
community.
The Merton Street project will tempt visitors to come and experience Merton Street and
experience how good life can be and, for some of them, provide an opportunity to find a new
future in our region.
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Narrabri Shire – North West NSW
Location
The Narrabri Region covers a large area of over 13,000 square kilometres in North West, New
South Wales. Much of the Narrabri Shire population is centralised in the towns of Narrabri,
Wee Waa and Boggabri, and around the villages of Bellata, Edgeroi, Maules Creek, Baan Baa,
Gwabegar and Pilliga. The Narrabri Region is an exciting area of regional NSW. Residents enjoy
a vibrant and busy county lifestyle complimented by the expansive blue sky, stunning
mountain ranges, scenic water ways and fresh air. The Narrabri Region is positioned midway
between Sydney and Brisbane, and its decentralised yet accessible location pays dividends
for both residents and businesses.

Boggabri NSW 2382
Population:900
Kamilaroi: Place of Many Creeks
Boggabri was proclaimed a township in 1860 but came into its own in 1882 with the opening
of the railway.

Little Town with a Big Heart
With a mixture of country charm and soul, Boggabri is captivating and inviting.
Our way of life is simply relaxed and genuinely warm.
Boggabri, is located on the Kamilaroi Highway in the heart of the rich Namoi Valley in North
West NSW, east of Narrabri.
Renowned for the production of some of the world’s highest quality wheat, cotton, fat lambs,
beef, the area is truly an agricultural wonderland. With a rich agricultural history, the area is
set for expansion with coal mining now a part of the Region’s expanding economic base.
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Merton Street Boggabri Project

Narrabri Region the beginning – Merton Street Boggabri
Between 17 and 21 Million years ago erupting volcanoes created the Nandewar Ranges and
the magnificent Mt Kaputar National Park. Erosion of these mountains spawned rich fertile
farming country and a strong river system, strengthened by underground Artesian waters,
created a network along which Narrabri Shire towns grow and prosper.
The Kamilaroi (pronunciation: Gam–ill–a–roy) people were the first inhabitants of Narrabri
Shire. Radiating from Narrabri, their land extends north to Goondiwindi, west to Lightning
Ridge and south to Quirindi. Scar trees on the Wee Waa/Narrabri road, bora rings on Mt
Kaputar, a sandstone baby washing area, and sandstone rubbings in the Pilliga forest attest
to their presence.
History credits explorers Sir Thomas Mitchell and Allan Cunningham with the honour of
opening the way to the North West plains, to the area that is now known as Narrabri Shire.
However, the notorious George ‘the Barber’ Clarke, whose epithet refers to his early
legitimate trade, was the first white man to seek his fortune in the area. Clarke was
convicted of armed robbery, for goods totalling 40 shillings, and shipped from England in
1825 sentenced to work on a farm near Singleton, NSW. Soon after his arrival he escaped,
painted himself black, took two aboriginal wives and wandered the plains naked with the
natives, stealing cattle. Upon his recapture in 1831 Clarke related stories of a deep, wide
navigable river called the Kindur, which flowed into a vast inland Sea. The imaginative tale
may have been invented in an attempt to save his life, but it was plausible enough to
prompt Sir Thomas Mitchell to press out into a virtually unknown area.
The Kindur was never discovered, but when the rivers rise in the great floods the land
becomes akin to an inland sea. Mitchell’s explorations paved the way for the early settlers
and wealth came to the area ‘on the sheep’s back’ and the cattle’s pastures.
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Merton Street Historical Images

Wee Waa, the oldest town in the Namoi Valley, was proclaimed in 1847, followed by
Narrabri and Boggabri in 1860. The settlers ventured across the Liverpool plains to
the Boggabri, Narrabri and Wee Waa districts, ‘niver–niver’ country, as it was known by
aboriginals.
Many stories of hardship and resourcefulness have evolved throughout the history of
Narrabri Shire, as indeed they have all over Australia. Pioneer graves beside the Boggabri
and Wee Waa roads and a most curiously positioned one beside the Newell Highway, some
25km south of Narrabri, bear out this fact.
The latter grave is that of Aboriginal/Chinese stockman William Hanes who died during a
flood in the early 1950s. Flood waters made the sandy track to Narrabri impassable, so the
Coroner granted special permission to bury Hames on public land. According to legend
gravesite.

Our Community
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Narrabri Region Council Community Strategic Plan – Merton Street Boggabri
The Narrabri Region has a rich history of culture and Narrabri Shire Council is stepping toward
endeavours to unite the Community in preserving the unique heritage and celebrating our
community diversities.
In 2017 Narrabri Shire Council completed a Community Strategic Plan.
The Community Strategic Plan presents the community endorsed vision and strategic plan for
Boggabri and the Narrabri Region. Informed through extensive community engagement, the
plan captures the voice of our local community and expresses key priorities and strategic
directions for the Narrabri Shire Local Government Area.
The Community Strategic Plan has a minimum 10-year timeframe and is the highest-level
document that Council prepares on behalf of the community.
The Community Strategic Plan was balanced and holistic, the community’s social,
environmental, economic and civic leadership contexts were explored, and the following
questions addressed:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Where are we now?
Where do we want to be in ten years?
How will we get there?
How will we know we’ve arrived?

Community Engagement – Merton Street Boggabri
Community Engagement
To better understand how our community sees its future and what our main priorities are for
the next 10 years, community members were invited to have their say, through community
surveys, school activities, community, stakeholder and focus group workshops, information
stall, and online conversation hours.
During community conversations, participants were encouraged to ‘Think BIG’ to identify big
picture goals for the community and the overall success of the plan was dependant on the
participation and commitment of the whole community, including individuals, businesses,
community groups and government agencies.
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In total, over 80 community members took the time to detail their ideas, stimulating healthy
debate, communicating important community values, messages, issues and aspirations,
public art was identified as a way to make a significant contribution to the economic and
cultural vitality of Merton Street.

What is Public Art?
The term “Public Art” describes artwork which is displayed in public places such as parks,
streets, buildings and other publicly accessible areas.
Public art is however much more than art which is simply located in a park, street or other
public place. The notion of public art as just a memorial or sculpture lending dignity to the
town centre has given way to art which is integrated into the fabric of the community and
which both reflects and invites residents’ participation.
Contemporary public art is often uniquely created for specific communities and places and
this can be compelling, unique, and cutting-edge, and even fun such as the Merton Street
project!
Community cultural development processes are one way of enhancing the social and cultural
value of public art. When communities such as Boggabri are engaged by skilled artists and
community cultural development workers in processes of planning, design and creation of
new work, there can be significant gains in both self-esteem and community connectedness.
In this type of approach, artists can work in partnership with communities such as Boggabri,
promoting individual and shared expression of cultural experiences, stories and meanings
which are then reflected in various ways within the art work itself and often leading to
authentic work which “speaks” for and about the community. Individual self-esteem and
community identity are strengthened, contributing to wider goals such as community and
economic development, arts and cultural development, and place making.
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The development of the Merton Street Project Plan will provide the rationale and outline
the key processes for Merton Street’s commitment to planning, developing, installing, and
maintaining a range of diverse and stimulating public art works that reflect and strengthen
the cultural vitality of Merton Street, Boggabri.

Merton Street Partnerships
In realising priorities, the Boggabri community recognises the importance of partnerships and
engagement with key stakeholders in the development and presentation of the Merton Street
project.
There are a wide range of opportunities for partnerships which can be developed through
quality public art initiatives and as a way of increasing the level of resources available for
public art.
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Partnerships such as these can meet the shared and complementary goals diverse groups and
organisations, while also making initiatives more sustainability for the benefit of Boggabri
artists and community.
Where appropriate, Boggabri will therefore:
•

Work in partnership with stakeholders from other levels of government, as well as
with private and businesses, community landowners and stakeholders

•

Actively engage with communities in developing public art works

•

Undertake to increase public awareness and appreciation of the value of public art in
Merton Street Boggabri.

•

Encourage and support community and/or business initiatives that increase
opportunities for art in public places

•

Encourage the integration of public art into private developments

•

Actively seek financial support which may take the form of community grants,
sponsorship or partnerships, private, government and in-kind support.

Key Partners – Merton Street Boggabri
Narrabri Region Destination Management Plan 2014-2019 & Action Plan:
Merton Street Boggabri
Narrabri, Wee Waa and Boggabri are identified as key activity centres for the Narrabri Region
– that is, they are areas undergoing change and are characterised by high levels of economic
and social activity.
Boggabri in particular experiences high levels of visitation and opportunities exist to provide
public art in areas where it can be experienced as part of everyday life.
Place management approaches to town such as Boggabri provide broad social, economic and
cultural rationales, as well as frameworks, processes and resources to support the integration
of public art.
Boggabri is a natural focal point for the creation and presentation of new public art in
Narrabri Region.
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Who We are
Jo Bell
Boggabri Workshop –
Boggabri Promotions
Committee

Key Partners
Coordinator
Our key community partners include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Penelope Jobling
Amanda Wales
Craig Devine
Tim Muldoon
Larraine Maddigan
Andi Mether
Caroline Downer
Jacqui McInnerney
Rodger Hollingworth
Richard Gillham
Philip Haire
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Community groups
Industry and
business groups
Arts and cultural
groups
Environmental
agencies
Social welfare
groups
Transport
providers
Healthcare
providers
Tourists and
visitors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education and training
providers
Police and emergency
providers
Telecommunication
providers
Government agencies
Non-government
agencies
Sporting and recreation
groups
Media networks

Narrabri Region Visitor Information Centre
Grants Officer, Narrabri Shire Council
Parks and Gardens Overseer, Narrabri Shire Council
Whitehaven
Artist, Boggabri
Zest Events
Arts North West
Boggabri Primary School
Boggabri Historical Society
Boggabri Lions and Rotary Clubs

Our Identity – Merton Street Boggabri
Our identity is who we are: how we see ourselves and how we want our visitors to see us.
‘Ours is a special connection with the land. Indeed, it has forged our identity. At the core we
are the salt of the earth characters, proud, pragmatic and resilient. The stuff legends are
made of. We are proud to celebrate and share the abundant agricultural land that yields a
wealth of food and fibre.
We treasure the great artesian waters that bubble up from the depths of the earth bringing
new life and rejuvenation to so many. We cherish our spectacular landscapes, our endless
sky, the rugged mountains, National Parks and forests and waterway and vast fertile plains.
As a multicultural community we recognise the ancient culture of the Kamilaroi people the
first custodians of this land, with whom we now share a connection to country. But more
than this, the land provides our future, the opportunities and challenges that drive our
innovation. We know we can do anything if we put our mind to it’.

Our Vision & Promise – Merton Street Boggabri
Our vision is aspirational. It articulates the future we envisage and guides our promise to the
consumer.
‘Our vision is to share the patchwork of colour across our vast fertile landscape: our national
parks and forests, our salt of the earth characters, our stories and experiences that offer the
simple sophistication of country life. Experiences so compelling they build the Narrabri
Region as a dynamic and resilient destination.
Our promise is to celebrate and share our artesian waters and waterways, connection to
country, our way of life, and our stories with our community and visitors so that they can
reconnect with the important things in life and rejuvenate’.

Objectives – Merton Street Boggabri
Arts and Cultural activities will contribute strongly to the wellbeing of the Boggabri
Community. Activities such as the Merton Street project are a part of our identity and our
sense of place, with a strong arts and cultural sector being integral to both the community,
and economic development and sustainability.
•
•
•
•
•

Promotes local identity and sense of place
Stimulates creativity, expression, and innovation by artists and communities
Provides access and opportunities for diverse communities such as Boggabri to participate
in arts activities and experiences
Increases community awareness and appreciation of art
Drive Tourism and Economic Growth for Boggabri and surrounds
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•

•
•

Identify opportunities to enrich public spaces including large scale capital works with
innovative site-specific art projects and encourage the integration of public art into private
developments
Where appropriate, engage artists to work in collaborative design teams in the early stages
of a project, which would see them involved from site selection and design to the creation
and installation of works.
Promote Boggabri’s public art and associated events and activities to those who live, work
in or visit Boggabri and surrounds.

Our Mission – Merton Street Boggabri
Boggabri will have a strong and vibrant arts and cultural sector which celebrates our diverse
community, landscapes, businesses and heritage, and fosters innovation and creativity within
our community.
We will work together to create prosperity and opportunity and nurture our businesses and
community. To join hands in partnership with our mining, our farming, Council and residents
– in a positive manner. We will tempt visitors to come and experience Merton Street how
good life can be and, for some of them, provide an opportunity to find a new future in our
region.

Project Outcomes – Merton Street Boggabri
•
•
•
•

Project Outcomes
To ensure that Merton Street becomes a “speedhump”a must see destination point
for North West NSW.
To increase visitation and economic spend for our community.
To educate – look, watch, listen and learn the tails of our multicultural community.
Evaluate and promote broad understanding of the social, cultural, environmental
and economic contribution that public art makes to the vitality and liveability of
Boggabri.

•

•
•

•
•

Provide a platform for community particpiation,build and strengthen pride,engage
and encourage participation of all generations young and old to be involved ikn the
Merton Street Project.
To stimulate and provide tourism and economic opportunities and experiences.
Engage work with the entire community, local designers, artists, sculptures, story
tellers which will include Aboriginal and non Aboriginal,break down barriers, create
an exceptional Boggabri experience for our community and visitors.
Work & mentor local artists and school students and then bring it to life.
To mentor and teach new skills to the artists, students and the community,
empower them to learn about their community/history/culture and then share this
with others through art and sculpture.
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Who We Are – Merton Street Boggabri
Short Term Objectives
Long Term Objectives
1. To create a unique town
• We will work together to create prosperity
presentation to set
and opportunity and nurture our businesses
ourselves apart from other
and community.
communities.
• To join hands in partnership with our mining,
2. To support our local
our farming, Council and residents – in a
businesses and drive
positive and proactive manner.
economic growth
• We will tempt visitors to come and
• Innovation – to provide a
experience Merton Street how good life can
quality tourism product
be.
and experience for visitors
• To provide an opportunity to find a new
and locals.
future in our region.
• Create a tourism product
• To celebrate local artists and community,
to showcase Merton
culture and diversity.
Street, Boggabri, thus
• To provide artist and cultural outlets for
increasing visitation
economic growth
• To acknowledge our
• To provide a tourism attraction and increase
Kamilaroi history.
visitation to the region.
• To educate locals and
• To provide a sense of place, pride and
visitors of our diverse
identity.
industry base.
• To promote cultural expression that is
• To the community a sense
original, relevant and or significant to the
of identity and pride.
artists and arts practise of the Boggabri
• To employee local artists
community.
• To employ local labourers
• To keep Merton Street
vibrant and our businesses
open during this neverending drought

•
•
•
•
•

Who will benefit from the Merton Street Boggabri Project:
Our community, our businesses, our Schools, our Residents and our Visitors.
Provide a focal point for the development of Merton Street artworks tourism
products and experiences.
Revitalise and preserve Merton Street, our history and culture
Increase Tourism and Economic growth
Build bridges between our community - to build pride, sense of place and our
identity
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase knowledge and understanding of the our community, agriculture, tourism,
history and the Kamilaroi People
How will we measure the success of the Merton Street Boggabri Project
Local artisits and community members agreeing to participate and be a part of the
Merton Street project.
Participation and support of the entire Boggabri Community
Number of artworks created
Number of positive media stories
Increase enquiry and visitation to Merton Street
Increased economic spend in the Boggabri Community.
Number of start up activities using Merton Street as part of their orientation, sales
and distribution systems for souvenirs and tours.
Feedback from Local and visitors viewing Merton Street.
Downloads and viewing on social and digital media
Interest from other areas to develop similar projects
Preservation and transfer of knowledge
Build pride
Foster understanding between Aboriginal and non Aboriginal
Opportunity to interact

Project /
Action
Merton
Street
project

Boggabri
community

Outcomes Being Sought
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Develop the Merton
Street Arts Trail
Capture our culture
through art and
sculptures
Be proud of Merton
Street and our
business community
Showcase Merton
Street through art.
Create a unique and
innovative way to tell
the Merton Street
through various
artforms.
Mentor and teach
Artists new and
innovate art forms.
To educate, teach
and resource our
artists.

Approach / Key
Tasks
• Community
Consultation
• Identify key
partners and
participants
• Community
planning
• Identify the
Stories and
the people
• Community
decision
making
•

Work with
artists,
Kamilaroi
Elders,
Schools and
community
groups
(including
Government

Responsibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boggabri
Workshop
Tourism
Manager
Narrabri Shire
Council
Boggabri’s
multicultural
community
Boggabri
Industries and
retailers
Boggabri
Promotions
Committee
Red Chef Land
Council
Kamilaroi
Elder’s &
community
Boggabri
Schools

Project /
Action

Outcomes Being Sought
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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To provide tourism
and econmic
opportunities.
Bridge the gap
between our
multicultural
community, foster an
understanding
between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal
communities.
Reviving and
retaining the business
within a small
community.
To increase
awareness and
knowledge of
Boggabri and the
Narrabri Region.
Increase visitation
and economic
growth.
Increase sales outlets
for locally produced
art.
Employment
opportunities
Increased enquiry to
be involved in the
project.
The Narrabri Region
Visitor Information
Centre acknowledges
the importance of
sustainable tourism
practices and
meeting the higher
environmental
standards.

Approach / Key
Tasks
organisations)
to determine
the level and
content for
the artworks
• Design and
install
artworks,
sculptures,
exhibit/s.
• Seek
assistance
from State
and Federal
Government
agencies,
Create NSW
FRRR,
Narrabri Shire
Council &
Arts North
West to
identify and
contact
Artists from
Boggabri or
within the
Narrabri
Region
• Work in
partnership
with private
industries.
• Supply of art
etc for display
and sale
through the
retails sales in
Merton
Street
• Tourism
Development
– The Merton
Street Trail.

Responsibility
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boggabri’s
Clubs and
Sporting
associations
Boggabri’s
Agricultural
organisations
Boggabri’s
Mining
community
State and
Federal Govt
agencies.
Boggabri
Historical
Society
Regional Arts
NSW -Arts
North West
Narrabri Shire
Council
Library Services
NSW State
Library
Private Industry
Zest Events

Project /
Action

Outcomes Being Sought

Approach / Key
Tasks
• Develop a
social media
campaign
around the
Merton
Street project
to increase
visitation and
economic
growth.
• Develop
promotional
material
Continue to
improve the
information
available on
the Boggabri
& Narrabri
Region
Tourism
website and
any App that
is developed.

Responsibility

Opportunities for the Boggabri Community Cultural Development
and referenced strategies to achieve this include:
What Research has been done to identify the Merton Street Boggabri project?
Organisation
Program / Initiative / Report
Federal Government
Tourism Australia
Tourism 2020 Strategy
Tourism Australia
Indigenous Tourism Champions Program
NSW Government
Department of Education & Connected Communities
Communities
Trade & Investment NSW / Visitor Economy Industry Action Plan, 2012
Destination NSW
Destination NSW
Create NSW, Arts NSW, Arts North West
Aboriginal Tourism Action Plan 2013 -2016
FRRR
Drought Funding
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Organisation
Regional Organisations
Country & Outback NSW Tourism
Country & Outback NSW Tourism

Local Agencies
Narrabri Shire Council

Program / Initiative / Report
New England North West NSW – Regional Destination
Management Plan
Community Road Map – Kamilaroi Highway Group &
New England North West Regional Tourism
Organisation Marketing
Community Strategic Plan Narrabri Shire Council 20122022
Narrabri Region Destination Management Plan &
Strategic Action Plan 2012-2019
Narrabri Shire Delivery & Operations Program 20182022
Narrabri Shire RAP Plan 2019

Stage One: Merton Street Boggabri lets’s get started
➢ Community consultation – Continuing the journey capturing history and the stories
of the Boggabri community.
➢ Create a commitment to engage with our locally diverse multicultural community
➢ Break down the barriers
➢ Increase Tourism and economic growth
➢ Develop new concepts to engage our historical stories and multicultural Society to
tell their story
➢ Join hands in partnership with our community
➢ Creating a platform to strengthen and educate our community
➢ Create a speedhump – tourism attraction and economic growth
➢ Celebrate our Communities diversities
➢ Capturing and preserving our unique community heritage
➢ Encourage our community to particpate and share their stories
➢ To make a contribution
➢ To enrich our community
➢ Encourage the particpation of the entire community
Stage One: Merton Street Proposed Budget
Artwork Design
Metalwork Art, Powdercoating & Freight
Painting of Artwork on buildings
Council Fees
Backing Board & Paint
Electrical Lighting (Solar)
Builder construction work
Incidentals
Insurance
In kind assistance
Total
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$ 3,300
$148,000
$ 5,000
$ 1,000
$ 10,000
$ 5,000
$ 10,000
$ 6,500
$ 1,200
$ 10,000
$ 200,000

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

Stage Two: : Merton Street Boggabri continiuing the journey History
Community consultation – Continuing the journey capturing history and the stories
of the Boggabri community.
Create a commitment to engage with our locally diverse multicultural community
Break down the barriers
Increase Tourism and Economic Growth
Develop new concepts to engage our historical stories and multicultural Society to
tell their story
➢ Creating a platform to strengthen and educate our community
➢ Create a speedhump – tourism attraction and economic growth
➢ Celebrate our Communities diversities
➢ Capturing and preserving our unique community heritage
Encourage our community to particpate and share their stories
To make a contribution
To enrich our community

Stage Two: Proposed Budget
Artwork Design
Metalwork signs, installation & Freight
Council Fees
Electrical Lighting (Solar)
Incidentals
Insurance
In kind assistance
Total

$ 4,000
$ 25,000
$ 1,000
$ 5,000
$ 1,500
$
600
$ 5,000
$ 42,100

Stage Three Merton Street – Silo Art and 3D footpath art
➢ Community consultation – Continuing the journey capturing history and the
stories of the Boggabri community.
➢ Create a commitment to engage with our locally diverse multicultural community
➢ Break down the barriers
➢ Increase Tourism and economic growth
➢ Develop new concepts to engage our historical stories and multicultural Society
to tell their story
➢ Creating a platform to strengthen and educate our community
➢ Create a speedhump – tourism attraction and economic growth
➢ Celebrate our Communities diversities
➢ Capturing and preserving our unique community heritage
➢ Encourage our community to particpate and share their stories
➢ To make a contribution
➢ To enrich our community
➢ Encourage the particpation of the entire community
Stage Three: Proposed Budget
3D Artwork – Footpaths
$40,000
Silo Art
$75,000
Total
$115,000
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